
 

The ICAD-XML is the latest in the line of ICAD modeling software developed for use with advanced direct digital manufacturing technologies. The last version, V6L2, was released in February of 2008. Since then, it has been superseded by newer versions and because of this major change it is considered to be an "End Of Support" product. The original V6L2 ISO release contained a number of
vulnerabilities that made it possible to exploit or cause damage to a system through certain loopholes in the design meant for data processing from other systems. A number of the exploits discovered were: CVE-2008-0507 - Remote code execution using Java Reflection API via ICAD-XML

The ICAD development team has confirmed these vulnerabilities and has released an updated installer for V6L2, as well as a new version (V6.3) of the software. Additionally, ICAD has provided an upgrade path from V6L2 to V6.3. The "End Of Support" notice is acknowledged by the development team for V6L2 and no further bug fixes or security patches will be released for that version. Users
who wish to continue using that software must perform all software updates manually. Although the V6L2 software has reached its end of support, it continues to be supported by ICAD who will continue to provide security patches for the V6L2 version of ICAD-XML for three years after general availability of the final release or until April 7, 2012.

Vendor: http://www.icadexplorer.icadnow.com/ The new version 6.7 is supported until February 2018. "ICAD" has been discontinued, replaced by "ICADEC". The company is working on a successor named "ICADE". 

  The ICAD software was originally developed by Research and Development Engineer Robert McCarthy, who retired in 2008. Mr. McCarthy began the ICAD project in 1987 to aid in his own design work. ICAD at that time was a DOS based application designed to interface with SolidWorks for CAD/CAM integration. It was first released as version 1.0 in 1988.

McCarthy continued development on the ICAD software package until 2002, when he sold it to iCAD, Inc., where he remained as Chief Technical Advisor until August 2004 at which point McCarthy left iCAD and relocated to Australia with his family. Mr. McCarthy returned to the United States in January 2007 and began working at R&M Technologies.

In September 2004 iCAD, Inc. released a new version of ICAD called ICAD Venture. The software was sold under a different developer name, "ICADEV". In April 2006, iCADEV entered into an agreement to be acquired by R&M Technologies, Inc., a developer of manufacturing simulation software based in Norwell MA, USA.

In early 2007 R&M Technologies was acquired by the UK-based Accelrys, Inc., a provider of software for life sciences research and development. In late 2007 Accelrys also acquired the UK-based Absoft Corp.
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